Get Active: A New Approach to Energy Management

It’s time to activate a connected, efficient and sustainable future.

The pressure is on. Global energy and climate concerns
mean the end of business as usual.

Companies have three ways to reduce energy costs,
risk and impact, and stay competitive.
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One Major Challenge:
Decision-makers and data are often separate and operate in
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Megatrends are reshaping the business world,
breaking down walls, and powering convergence and collaboration.
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70% of new capacity additions
will be renewables by 2040

93% of CEOs see sustainability
as important to future success

50 billion devices will
be connected by 2020

More complexity, more focus on reducing carbon and more connectivity mean companies
can now manage energy supply, demand, and sustainability together, in real-time.

Active Energy Management
Historic challenges are now opportunities.
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Active Energy Management
Drive greater value wherever you are on the journey

Tips to get started

Aware
Established
Leading

Develop a combined energy and sustainability strategy
Implement an enterprise energy and sustainability software platform to measure progress
Perform a gap analysis on the expertise, resources, and technology required to
reach goals
Converge energy supply, efficiency, and sustainability efforts to generate
financial results

Don't get left behind: companies that take an active, unified approach to energy and sustainability
management will be more competitive. Start your journey to Active Energy Management.
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